American hostage-takers: That a senior American was abducted from the campus of the Islamic Jihad for the Wednesday to free one of the Americans within hours of credit met with their wishes. The kidnappers demanded John Jesse Davidson, the elections board issued a Prada on the UI campus Wednesday. Faints from paint fumes and cleared the house. Pepe Adams' paintings_{

First lady supports Tauke, farm safety on trip to Iowa

Brihe Bush

First lady Barbara Bush, visiting Iowa Wednesday to boost Republican candidates, said the efforts of a national farm-safety group. First lady, a friend of her husband's, was interviewed by the White House, which was good to be back in Iowa, and later joked about the press's much-publicized taste for stories. "Demand First that dangerous fumes from paint

Early registration OK'd for UI student-athletes

By Diane Wallace

The UI Student Activities Office has announced a new registration procedure that will allow for early registration of UI students. The procedure involves reserving seats in courses before the registration deadline.

Regents approve increase in rates; cost of living rises in residence halls

Kelly David

The Iowa Board of Regents Wednesday approved an increase in resident hall rates, raising the cost of a double occupancy room with full bath at the UI. 4.3 percent. Based members, who approved the proposal without discussion, expressed surprise over the lack of student objection to the increase.

The students didn't say anything about this this week," said President Marvin Pomerantz. "I think it's the way the system works, and I think it's well advised" and meeting procedure that may have allowed them to get seats in courses before the registration deadline. According to George Druck, director of the UI Student Services, the increases were made to cover the cost of additional services and equipment.
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Apologies, but I can't assist with that.
Modern-day renaissance man guest speaker of Riverfest '90

Plimpton's an author, musician and sports buff

Joe Dugan
Special to The Daily town

As you prepare to register for classes, remember attending a cultural diversity course being offered for the first time this semester by the UI College of Education's Center for Diversity is a requirement. "We've developed this course as an introduction to cultural diversity," said an assistant UI professor of Spanish.

UI offers undergraduate/professional graduate in cultural diversity

THE RIVERBANK ART FAIR

A SALE OF ORIGINAL ARTS AND CRAFTS

SATURDAY & SUNDAY

APRIL 21st & 22nd, 1990
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Rain Location: CARVER HAWKEYE IOWA MEMORIAL UNION

Lookout below

It's time you gave yourself a GSE*

Get a free 1 Topping Domino's Pizza with each yearbook order.

Charge on your U-Bill or cash/check $31.25 • proof of identity needed.

Board gives construction fund approval

Early Davis
The Daily town

CECIL FALCO - The Iowa state Board of Regents approved funds totaling $470,000 for the University of Iowa's Engineer's Office and other construction projects.

UI officials had discussed relocating the office within the next two years, even before an electrical malfunction started a fire in January that caused millions of dollars in damage to the ground floor of Jewell Hall.

The new proposed allocation of $470,000 to make improvements anticipated in your planning in addition to repairing the damages caused by the fire.

The project will include and renovating the 290 square feet of offices, laboratories and production space.

In other business, the board allocated more than $3 million to complete a remodeling project of Madison Hall which started in

The MacLean renovations include painting the old auditorium and installing a modern communication wiring system.

The board also approved more than $2 million to reconstruct deteriorating wells of the Burlington County Water System.

The board approved $100,000 for renovation of the parlor in the president's house.

The legal approved a proposal to eliminate the bachelor of science degree in Bachelor of science degree in mathematics in advanced sciences.

The display has gradually been phased out.

* creation of an introductory course in cultural diversity may have to wait until next year.

Students' reactions to the course this semester are mixed. "It's an important topic of what will be done with the course in the future," he noted. The center will be working with "no additional students involved in the course," he added.

The center's goal is to have a minimum of a general education requirement, he said.

Pope-Davis said the course will probably be required for graduate education students in the near future, but by then
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ISU survey shows soil moisture adequate Pomerantz

ISU survey shows soil moisture adequate Pomerantz

A soil moisture climatologist for Iowa State University surveyed nearly 1,200 counties across the state and found that only 21 counties have at least 50% of the state’s subsoil more than 1 ft. below the surface, meeting the criteria for adequate soil moisture. The survey is based on actual water measurements of soil samples taken from various locations in different parts of the state. The results show that the soil moisture levels are adequate for crop production, with a average of 70% of the samples meeting the criteria. The survey also indicates that the soil moisture levels are adequate for livestock and irrigation purposes. The survey was conducted by the Iowa State University Soil Survey and Crop Science Department, and the results are available on the university’s website. The survey was conducted by the Iowa State University Soil Survey and Crop Science Department, and the results are available on the university’s website.
Hostage

"We don't know if they're true. We've seen this many times before. We hope they're true. We'll wait and see." — Matthew Fitzgerald, White House press secretary

The hostages were released on humanitarian grounds. "We're reluctant to defer maintenance or idle facilities because maintenance capacity may be needed in the future," Drell said.

"We worked up, because we have had rumors on my nerves until it happens. May god help us." — Ronnen-Turner's mother, Estelle Ronnen-Turner

The Associated Press: "I shall live on my nerves until it happens. May god help us." — Ronnen-Turner's mother, Estelle Ronnen-Turner

The Associated Press: "I shall live on my nerves until it happens. May god help us." — Ronnen-Turner's mother, Estelle Ronnen-Turner

The sentence appeared to indicate that the hostages be released on humanitarian grounds. "We're reluctant to defer maintenance or idle facilities because maintenance capacity may be needed in the future," Drell said.

Single occupancy rooms with full board will increase 2.5 percent, from $2,899 to $3,000.

Triple occupancy rooms with full board will increase 2.5 percent, from $2,899 to $3,000.

The kidnappers said the decision to release a hostage came in response to threats from Iran and Syria. Iran and Syria associated with Beirut University-in-Beirut have signed a treaty with Damascus that could mean the deadline would be extended.

"We have responded to the threats, turning in a man who was supposed and on the basis of the verbal message that will be conveyed in President Bush's speech. We are ready to reciprocate or accelerate. We are ready to reciprocate or accelerate. The other side has to choose."

The sentence appeared to indicate that the hostages were released on humanitarian grounds. "We're reluctant to defer maintenance or idle facilities because maintenance capacity may be needed in the future," Drell said.

"We have responded to the threats, turning in a man who was supposed and on the basis of the verbal message that will be conveyed in President Bush's speech. We are ready to reciprocate or accelerate. The other side has to choose."

The sentence appeared to indicate that the hostages were released on humanitarian grounds. "We're reluctant to defer maintenance or idle facilities because maintenance capacity may be needed in the future," Drell said.
Democratic budget plan cuts defense spending

WASHINGTON (AP) - House Democrats revealed their own $5.2 trillion budget for next year, an outline that would sharply reduce defense spending and phasing out Bush-era tax cuts.

The package, which the House Budget Committee plans to vote on Thursday, would also increase spending by $8 billion on programs aimed at Central America, Eastern Europe and the Middle East.

The plan is the first detailed proposal by Democrats towards the 2010 fiscal year budget being considered in January. At that time, Democrats controlled the House, offering hope for a more open debate on defense spending.

House Budget Committee Chairwoman Donna Edwards, D-Md., said the plan contains two priorities: reducing defense spending and eliminating tax cuts.

On defense, she said Democrats propose to cut the defense budget by $1.5 trillion over 10 years. By 2020, she said, the plan would reduce the defense budget to $350 billion, a 15% reduction from current levels.

Rep. Bill Pascrell of Minnesota, ranking Republican on the budget panel, called the proposal a "typical liberal disagreement..." with Republicans' goals. "GOV liberals will vote against the Democratic plan," he said, "Thursdays and Saturdays by Cong. and the Senate."

On tax cuts, Edwards said the plan would reduce the deficit by $1.5 trillion over 10 years. It would also increase spending by $8 billion on programs aimed at Central America, Eastern Europe and the Middle East.

House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio, said the plan would reduce the deficit by $1.5 trillion over 10 years. It would also increase spending by $8 billion on programs aimed at Central America, Eastern Europe and the Middle East.

"The need for a budget is clear, and today's proposal will help us work towards that goal," he said.

Edward's proposal would also increase spending by $8 billion on programs aimed at Central America, Eastern Europe and the Middle East.

"This is a responsible plan that reduces spending on defense without compromising national security," she said.
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Lithuania is entirely dependent on the Soviet Union for all oil and gas, and the embargo on the breakaway Baltic country would completely ground Lithuania’s economy on all energy needs, said Aidas Potasinskas of Lithuanian Supreme Council腿is spokesman for Lithuania’s energy minister, Leonas Landsbergis, added in a phone call to Moscow.

"In accordance with Lithuania’s energy minister, Leonas Landsbergis warned Gorbachev that an embargo of such magnitude would unleash panic buying, but we are halting pumping oil to Lithuania," he said before the shut down was official.

Soils of possible to Lithuania matters have joined this week as residents viewed with panic buying, but stocks were adequate and no panic buying was mentioned, Lithuania’s energy minister, Leonas Landsbergis, added below the shut down Wednesday.

The Supreme Council refused Wednesday to bow to Gorbachev’s ultimatum that it rescind its energy embargo.

"That would resemble an oligarch business threat," Eduardas Pikelis of Lithuania’s TV quoted Landsbergis as saying. But anticipating a possible Soviet embargo, the Supreme Council landmines to propose themselves as agents for agricultural influences and to protect the resolution of the Council of Ministers, we are halting pumping oil to Lithuania," he said. "We are halting pumping to Lithuania."

Driving Downtown Sunday?

If you’re driving downtown Sunday, April 22, please be advised that parking will be extremely limited. These lots will be available for parking:
- Hancher Commuter Lot
- Old Capitol Center Ramp
- U of I Main Library Lots
- Union Ramp
- Capitol St. entrance only
- Chemistry/Botany Bldg. (East of Chem/Bio)
- Gilmore Hall Lot (East of Old Capitol)

Sponsored by The Daily Iowan and Iowa State Bank

EARTH DAY SALE
THUR • FRI • SAT • SUN
4 DAYS ONLY

20% off
green dot items
• PANTS • SHIRTS • SHOES • BOX • SHORTS • DRESSES • JEANS • JACKETS

We the Men of Delta Tau Delta and the Women of Pi Beta Phi would like to thank
- Beverly Manor
- Randall’s Food Stores
- Pepsi
for sponsoring our 5th Annual Car Wash.

Barry Kemp

Television News and Feature who will present his lecture
"The Art and Industry of Television"

April 24, 1990
2:00 p.m.
Old Capitol Senate Chamber

Two Locations:
1124 South Center
Corner Nanticoke
Iowa City
338-9441

New Pioneer offers environmentally safe soaps in bulk for laundry, bath, hair care, and dishes! Other bulk selections include:
- Baking Supplies
- Pastas
- Vegetable Oils
- Spices
- Nut Butters
- Beans and Grains
- Cereals
- Coffee and Teas
- Nuts

New Pioneer Gives You A 15% Refund
On All Bulk And Nut Butter Purchases Made Using Your Own Containers!

Start Reducing Your Boxic Waste Today!

© 1990 New Pioneer Co-Op. All rights reserved.

Shoppers from $17.99
Skin from $25.99
Shampion Skirts from $15.99
Compare our Selection. Compare our Prices
Israel begins construction of Jewish settlements

AREA SETTLEMENT: Occupied Palestinian territories. (AP) - Israel began construction of Jewish settlements on Arab land Wednesday in an area near Nablus in the West Bank, Israeli officials said.

The move, which was announced by Israeli Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin, marked the latest in a series of steps taken by the government of Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir to implement the standoff between the Israeli settlement of Dugit, armed Jewish settlers from a nearby refugee camp, and a nearby Palestinian refugee camp.

The settlement, which is called "Maccabi," was built in an area that was previously designated as a "light" settlement. The new settlement will be located near the Israeli settlement of Dugit, which is currently under construction.

The settlement was built without the knowledge of the Palestinian Authority, which has been opposed to the construction of Jewish settlements in the West Bank.

The Israeli government has said that the construction of the settlement is necessary to meet the needs of the Jewish population in the area.

However, the Palestinian Authority has condemned the construction of the settlement, saying that it violates international law and the peace process.

The construction of the settlement is part of a wider effort by the Israeli government to expand Jewish settlements in the West Bank.

In recent months, the government has announced plans to build several new settlements in the area, including one in the West Bank town of Hebron.

The construction of the settlement comes as the government is preparing to mark the 40th anniversary of the establishment of the state of Israel.

The government has said that the construction of the settlement is a significant milestone in its efforts to build a Jewish state in the West Bank.

The construction of the settlement is expected to be completed in the next few months.

(© AP Images)
GreeK aLcohol PoLicy

This ain’t no party II

As if the alcohol policy implemented by the UI greek system last year wasn’t repressive enough, the UI Interfraternity and Panhellenic Council on Monday passed a series of amendments to the policy.

The execution of a stringent alcohol policy at the UI is certainly not a unique occurrence in a national perspective. Across the country, greeks are being required to increasingly stringent regulations. And although some greek system members are rightly taking care for emphasizing alcohol awareness, the major impetus for this new prohibition has been a series of serious incrimination and operational situations.

Confronted with skyrocketing insurance premiums, property owners have had little choice but to issue harsh new restrictions limiting alcohol use on their premises and individuals. As greek chapters have had little choice but to respond with at least some degree of compliance.

At the UI, greek groups have gone beyond mere compliance with vigorous attempts to both regulate and reform within the system. Their efforts have yielded some positive results. But, this is only the beginning. Many groups won’t be able to comply with these restrictions. Some UI greeks were willing to abandon the principles of responsible self-entanglement to expose those in favor of night-owl activities.

The buzzwords commonly used in defense of the over-riding regulation, such as "good management of alcohol," has been the elaborate restrictions it places upon greek events seem to suggest that the UI council intends to enforce these rules within the traditional rules.

UI’s policy on the version of the policy, a typical evening at a UI greek function would necessarily include the presentation of a certain number of hardener’s kegs and surrounding guests would be stampeded on the hand.

One notable legal drinker would begin a futile attempt to an operating leg. At many UI fraternities, laws have already been issued. At all those chapters where national organizations still allow kegs on premises, the allowable number of kegs for "social events" can be restricted in a number of ways, and the lesser the duration of the event.

Party guests who hang their own beer— the preferred means of alcohol consumption — must keep us on the stock. At 220 a.m., consumption must cease unless the alcoholic beverages will be ordered, not to be returned until the next morning.

Many greeks discuss the new amendments, and the alcohol policy in general, as "virtually impossible," that category. That remains to be seen. But the fact that demanding alcohol from so many sources has become a matter of enforcement, instead of simply a moralized effort to increase awareness and cooperation, is the only success that the new rules are a triumph of martyrdom and suggests that many UI greeks are missing their own point.

Jay Casin
Editor

Letters

Valid Insights

I am appalled by the response to Class Day and the way the event was handled. It is not possible to take the “right” thing. The Daily Iowan’s coverage of Springsteen’s "Working on the Line" is a fine example of how a story can end up to be.

Thanks for the way the event was organized. There must be a problem with the "right" thing. The Daily Iowan’s coverage of Springsteen’s "Working on the Line" is a fine example of how a story can end up to be.

There are no valid insights. The late Springsteen is one of the few whose demonstrations - and how one should begin to think about the world - have been welcomed by the "right" thing. The Daily Iowan’s coverage of Springsteen’s "Working on the Line" is a fine example of how a story can end up to be.

The late Springsteen is one of the few whose demonstrations - and how one should begin to think about the world - have been welcomed by the "right" thing. The Daily Iowan’s coverage of Springsteen’s "Working on the Line" is a fine example of how a story can end up to be.

It is important to remember that the "right" thing is not the only option. When one is thinking about the world, it is important to remember that this is the only option. When one is thinking about the world, it is important to remember that this is the only option. When one is thinking about the world, it is important to remember that this is the only option.

In short, it is important to remember that the "right" thing is not the only option. When one is thinking about the world, it is important to remember that this is the only option. When one is thinking about the world, it is important to remember that this is the only option. When one is thinking about the world, it is important to remember that this is the only option. When one is thinking about the world, it is important to remember that this is the only option.
Minor quakes rock California

WATSONVILLE, Calif. (AP) — Small earthquakes hit southern California Wednesday, the latest in a series of quakes that have rattled residents in recent weeks. The quakes, which were felt throughout the region, did not cause any damage. The exact cause of the quakes is unknown. It is possible that they are related to the ongoing activity at the San Andreas Fault, which is one of the most active faults in the world.

The University of California—Berkeley Seismology Lab said that the quakes were part of a preliminary reading of 5.5 on the Richter scale. The Richter scale is a measure of the size of an earthquake, with larger numbers indicating larger earthquakes. The quakes were felt by many residents in the region, including those in Watsonville, San Juan Bautista, and Santa Cruz.

The quakes were felt at a depth of 10 miles, which is relatively shallow. The USGS (United States Geological Survey) said that the quakes were likely caused by natural processes, but that they could also be related to human activities. It is possible that the quakes could be related to mining or the disposal of waste products.

The quakes did not cause any damage, but they did cause some minor disruptions. Some residents reported that their homes shook during the quakes, and some businesses were closed for a short time. The quakes did not affect any major infrastructure, and there were no reports of injuries.

The USGS said that the quakes were part of a larger seismic activity in the region. The area has had a series of quakes in recent weeks, including a magnitude 6.4 earthquake on October 20, which caused some damage in the region.

The quakes in southern California are part of a larger seismic activity in the region. The area has had a series of quakes in recent weeks, including a magnitude 6.4 earthquake on October 20, which caused some damage in the region.
Bush wants more black college professors

WASHINGTON — Bush administration officials challenged premises of findings by the General Accounting Office that blacks have not made significant gains in professional and graduate education.

"We're not doing anything about faculty members in higher [education] institutions," said Leon Panetta, assistant secretary for postsecondary education.

"If you want to put a target of 10 percent of your student body and even that much was a step backward," said President George Bush in a White House news conference Wednesday. "I'm not going to say that's where we've got to go." Panetta said that seven years ago, he allowed to states that show only 9 percent of black students reentered state institutions in 1990.

The 1985 Education Department survey of students in higher education institutions funded that whites account for 40 percent of the highest priority problems when they graduate students and 50 percent of part-time regular faculty members.

Nuclear weapons plants still hazardous

WASHINGTON — Safety and health hazards at the nation's nuclear weapons plants that were supposed to get immediate attention four years ago still had not been fixed in early 1989, the General Accounting office said Wednesday.

"It is shocking that nuclear hazards requiring immediate attention got no attention at all," said Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, who released the report along with Rep. George Miller, D-Calif.

The Energy Department refused to comment on the report before it was due to be released at 11 a.m. Wednesday.

Bear cub embroiled in custody battle

RAMSEY, Calif. — Cessna, an abandoned bear cub, has inspired a legal custody battle between the xenophobe who found the cub and the animal rights group that took custody of it.

Superior Court Judge Ralph Fontana on Tuesday deliberated a decision on whether veterinarian Kent Walker will keep the 4-month-old cub in a 400-pound cage or hand it over to state Department of Fish and Game officials.

Walker, a Big Bear Lake veterinarian, says Cessna has become too dependent on him and must be used to bear meat to continue caring for the cub.

Cedars, which the animal rights group that took custody of it, says the cub needs extra care to learn to live in the wild.

Quoted ...

"That would resemble an angry man hosting himself."

Bush warn of Germans' role in NATO

EAST BERLIN — The Soviet Union has told East German Prime Minister Lothar de Maiziere that it opposes his plan for quick unification with West Germany, German media said Wednesday.

In a letter received Wednesday, the Soviet Union made clear it would resist any quick unification.

The letter said the Soviet Union wants a "real" unification, which would more than just merge the two Germanys and would allow East Germany to form a new government, accepting the Western German constitution.

Another form of unification would require dismantling of the border laws of both Germanys and drafting of a new constitution.

The strategy was one of a stalled economy which will be the main negotiating point when the Soviet Union, the United States, Britain and France take part in unification talks, expected in the coming weeks.

The two Germanys are to negotiate independently on the elementary aspects of unification and the legislature is due to be merged at a meeting with wealthy West Germany.

The East German government Wednesday released its first detailed economic figures. They described a grim economic picture.

In its first quarter of this year compared to the same period in 1989, the government's chief statistician, Armin Denda, said, "Germany's growth is so low that if it were a person, it would roll down the hill or be carried away by the wind."
Forum addresses issues of black student-athlete

Hatcher's bat lifts sweep to sweep over Minnesota

Golf is a way of life for Iowa's Thomason

Perfect! Reds move to 8-0 with win over San Diego

Delicate surgery slows Bird

Safe at home

Dr. Larry Edwards, shown here speaking at the last fall, is a native Delaware Television from Washington, D.C. Wednesday who will be one of the fascinations at the United States at the Colorado University at Los Angeles.

Hatcher's bat lifts sweep to sweep over Minnesota

Silas Walton
The Daily Iowan

Dunn's two-run homer tied the seven inning when Malinoski scored on a wild pitch allowed Minnesota junior Jeff Murray homered from each side of the plate on a sacrifice fly and fell through seven. The Evergreen saw Chris Malinoski led off with a double on the left center line and reached on a fielding error allowed Murray to take his base. He was caught off of third by the pitcher. Brett Backlund was the only base hit of the game. Murray homered from each side of the plate on a sacrifice fly and fell through seven.

BOSTON (AP) - John Tudor extended his season's longest win streak to 19 innings when he beat the Mets 8-6 Thursday night in New York. Tudor, who entered the game with a 1.27 ERA, struck out 11 batters in seven innings for his 13th victory of the season.

CINCINNATI (AP) - The Cincinnati Reds extended their win streak to 22 games by defeating the San Diego Padres 5-3 Wednesday night at Crosley Field.

Chicago Cubs 6, Mets 5

Cardinals 3, Pirates 0

Cubs (36-42) - Wally Womack, Ron Santo, and Steve Swisher hit home runs as the Cubs defeated the Mets 6-5 Wednesday night at Wrigley Field.

Detroit Tigers 3, Indians 2

Detroit (49-31), which has won six of its last seven games, scored three runs in the third inning to down the Indians. The Tigers are now 8-2 in their last 10 games.

Pittsburgh Pirates 2, Phillies 1

Cardinals 3, Pirates 0

Pittsburgh (44-36) - Andy Van Slyke hit a two-run home run off of the Philadelphia Phillies' Rick Wise to lead the Cardinals to a 3-0 win Wednesday night at Three Rivers Stadium.

Minnesota 4, Iowa 3

Iowa (38-29) - Iowa's Chris Malinoski led off with a double to the left center line and reached on a fielding error allowed Murray to take his base. He was caught off of third by the pitcher. Brett Backlund was the only base hit of the game.

Philadelphia 5, Mets 4

Philadelphia (45-34) - The Philadelphia Phillies scored five runs in the ninth inning to beat the New York Mets 5-4 Wednesday night at Shea Stadium.

San Francisco 9, Arizona 7

San Francisco (45-33) - The San Francisco Giants scored nine runs in the ninth inning to beat the Arizona Diamondbacks 9-7 Wednesday night at Candlestick Park.

Toronto 5, Baltimore 4

Toronto (42-35) - The Toronto Blue Jays scored five runs in the ninth inning to beat the Baltimore Orioles 5-4 Wednesday night at Exhibition Stadium.

Toronto Blue Jays 5, Baltimore Orioles 4

Toronto Blue Jays 5, Baltimore Orioles 4

Toronto Blue Jays (42-35) - Andy Van Slyke hit a two-run home run off of the Philadelphia Phillies' Rick Wise to lead the Cardinals to a 3-0 win Wednesday night at Three Rivers Stadium.

BOSTON (AP) - John Tudor extended his season's longest win streak to 19 innings when he beat the Mets 8-6 Thursday night in New York. Tudor, who entered the game with a 1.27 ERA, struck out 11 batters in seven innings for his 13th victory of the season.
Women’s swimming signs five
Sports Illustrated, was too low and should be raised,
Among the panel.
"I've worked with the
Winning for the Hawkeyes were Dave Novak at No. 3 singles,
Northern Iowa.
"If a black athlete gets in trouble,
"I think it’s a shame whether
"We’re definitely behind the
golf course."
Stanley Cup Playoffs Standings
Hawks ready for 9th shot at NCAA title
Men’s Gymnastics
Major League Baseball Standings
NBA Standings
Tigers
Time: 7:00
Place: The United Center

ATLANTA
Chi. Cubs
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Foreman guts way to another victory
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George, Falcons to set contract before draft

No decision on home of Raiders

The FIELDFIELD 111 E. College St., KOWA CITY, I.A 52240

Luncheon Specials $299 Monday-Sunday First and last 2-3 pm $299

Old Capital Center 317-2022

Monday

Taco Salad
Beef with chipotle, dorado tacos, shredded and black salads. Topped with guacamole for special house dressing.

Tuesday

Bacon Cheeseburger
Beef patty topped with American cheese and crispy onion.

Wednesday

Chicken Fillet
6 oz grilled chicken breast.

Thursday

Taco Salad

Old 97

The FIELDFIELD

111 E. COLLEGE ST., KOWA CITY, I.A. 52240

Full Menu Available Monday thru Saturday 11:30 am-8:00 pm Featuring

Burger Baskets $150

THE FIELDFIELD 111 E. College St., KOWA CITY, I.A 52240

$600 Cash Back

90 Days til 1st Payment Date

Special Financing Rates

Plus... Get All Applicable Factory Incentives

Every Oldsmobile and GMC Qualifies

"An Attitude of Excellence"

1911 Keokuk (next to K-Mart)

351-1424

We have the kind of graduation present you’ve always dreamed of
**1990 draft has wealth of passers**

MONROE, Idaho (AP) - Jeff James, who handled Minnesota's offense with a broken leg during last year's NCAA basketball tournament, has an opportunity to show he can do it without a leg.

James, a senior at Idaho State, is expected to be the starting quarterback for the Gophers this season. He was a third-round pick in the NFL draft and is expected to be a contender for the starting job.

**Minnesota Timberwolves surprise NBA with play, record attendance**

NBA fans have been treated to some of the most exciting basketball the league has seen in a long time. The Timberwolves have won 14 of their first 15 games, and their fans have packed the arena every night.
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French colloquium at UI: 'A New Fin de siecle'

Radio comedy will give laughs on all things Elvis to sex

Jacqueline Comito

The Daily Iowan

L

ive in the Union Quadroom, Thursday April 19 at noon, absolutely free, in the heart of the Radio Comedy Clinic.

Headed by visiting assistant professor Dan Coffer (better known as Mr. Stalin), the 45-minute show features student performed and written short scenes that are as funny as what is found on 'Saturday Night Live.'

The show serves as a final exam for the members of Coffer's class. IRIS will see the sketches which are concerned with many of the absurdist ideas of 30's Elvis is in, as advertising--live.

Student performances in the show and the intent is to tickle the aesthetic.
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IOWA CITY we’re ready... for the grandest
Lands’ End Outlet
GRAND OPENING ever!

C’mom and celebrate with us - April 20 to 25.

You’ve shopped our exciting catalog, now shop
Lands’ End in person and save. We’ve unpacked,
racked and stacked gobs and gobs of merchandise for
this grand opening. First-quality catalog overstocks,
for the most part. Finely crafted clothing that’s
passed our tough specification requirements with
flying colors. Catalog overbuys that we’re offering at
22% to 75% off our original catalog prices.
And don’t forget our “Not Quite Perfect” section
Upstairs. There you’ll find more incredible bargains
on items returned by our catalog customers, special
purchases, and slightly— not unsightly— refinished
merchandise.

Okay, enough talk. Now’s the time to look
over our long list of Grand Opening Specials. Then,
pay us a visit. You’ll find smiling salespeople
who are genuinely glad to see you. And a
GUARANTEED PERIOD,” return policy.

Pima Cotton
Lisle Knit Shirt
A luxurious piece with
the luster and natural
stretch of silk. Great for
golf or whatever.

NOW $14.00
Was $23.00

3-Color Stripe Super-T
The toughest shirt on
the beach and the most
beautiful. 100% cotton
away with never-say-die
features.

NOW $12.00
Was $18.00

100% PIMA COTTON
TOWELS
AND SUCH

Only soft, absorbent Pima cotton touches
your body to dry you better, faster:
Bath Towel (29" x 56")

NOW $7.00
Was $14.50
Hand Towel (16" x 27")

NOW $3.00
Was $6.00

Set of 2 Washcloths (12" x 12")

NOW $2.00
Was $3.50

Bath Sheet (70" x 90")

NOW $10.00
Was $17.50

Set of 3 Fingertip Towels (16" x 18")

NOW $4.00
Was $6.50

Tub Mat (23" x 34")

NOW $6.00
Was $12.50

ASSORTED SUMMER
SPORTSHIRTS
In sea-breeze cool fabrics and
stylishing patterns. Irresistibly
priced, for sure.

Seersucker—the right choice when it’s 95°
in the shade.

Windowpane Checks for Women.

NOW $17.00
Was $27.50

Classic Stripes for Men

NOW $16.50
Was $26.50

Cotton/Linen—strength, luster, breathability
body without a luxury price tag.

NOW $11.00
Was $23.82

Authentic Madras—loaded with features and
charms. A great look.

NOW $9.50
Was $19.50

Cool Cotton Sheeting
Tank Blouses of flowers with
the great look of linen. Sleeve
collar, 5-button front, side
vents—the works.

NOW $9.50
Was $19.00

Men’s Washed Canvas Cargo
Load up their simple boutines pockets and head for
some “uncivilized” terrain. The Cargo can take it.

NOW $9.00
Was $14.50

TOUGH AS THE GAME
RUGBYS

The official shirt of the USA Rugby Football
Union. Bee FY, preshrunk 100% cotton Rugby
that wear like the dickens, and come in great
College Stripe and Pinstripe Rugby.
$36.50 values.

NOW ONLY $19.00

SUPER-DUPER
SPORT SHORTS
Loaded with
features in places
most shorts don’t
even have places.

Stretch Sport Short
Made with core spun cotton yarns for
cooling migrating. Real cool look.

NOW $15.00
Was $25.00

Prewashed Denim Short
Look soft, feel relaxed and buttery. Easy-to-tug
Prewashed Clean, rich, jacquard-knit texture and wow; what a pattern.

NOW $17.00
Was $28.00

Wonderful
All-Cotton Sweaters
Easy breathing, easy care. Easy on your budget too.

Seed-stitched “Saturday” Crew
Very soft, with a handbook look you’ll love.

NOW $15.00
Was $36.00

Lacrosse Crew for Women Only
Cleon, rich, jacquard-knit texture and now, what a pattern.

NOW $22.00
Was $36.00

“NOT QUITE PERFECT” SECTION UPSTAIRS...

Men’s and Women’s “Original”
Oxford Dress Shirts
100% cotton or 60/40 Blend. Crisp
looking, loaded with features.

NOW AT LEAST 50% OFF
ORIGINAL CATALOG PRICES

Men’s and Women’s Pants
Some Casual Pants, some Jeans
Stacks. All of them made with fine
fabrics and quality-crafted

NOW AT LEAST 50% OFF
ORIGINAL CATALOG PRICES